RELY ON A SIMPLE, SECURE SOLUTION

BENEFITS

• Free up your IT resources by optimizing design and setup time with repeatable standard design functionality

• Receive consultation on applicable Poly resources from your dedicated Business Relationship Manager (BRM)

• Take advantage of video bridging support to allow multiple standards-based endpoints to connect in a meeting with high-grade content sharing

• 24x7 technical support

POLY PRIVATE CLOUD FOR BUSINESS NETWORK MANAGED SERVICE

Do you desire always-on secure* Unified Communications and Collaboration (UC&C) facilities for up to 200 participants? How about the ability to cost-effectively conduct wide-scale, multi-point video conferencing?

Make these benefits a reality when you adopt Poly Private Cloud for Business Network Managed Service. This service provides secure Virtual Meetings Rooms as either dedicated or shared meeting facilities with a chairperson and participant PINs, via a secure corporate network extension.

Hosted at a Poly-provided data center in North America, the service delivers high-scale, high-definition B2B video collaboration at a sharp resolution of up to 720p30. It provides a secure path for supported standards-based CorpNet, internet-enabled video endpoints—with the ability to connect up to 200 participants in a single conference. It also gives you the ability to burst over the purchased concurrent users on a monthly basis, monthly usage summary reports if you use a Poly Resource Manager solution, and availability to an around-the-clock technical support team.

KEY CAPABILITIES:

• Video conference capability for up to 200 participants in a secure, private environment

• Event, incident, problem, change, configuration, and capacity management

• Budget more clearly defined and controlled

• No asset management required

• Optional, additional, and fee-paying capabilities include One Touch Dial, Easy Schedule App for Microsoft Outlook, audio-only use support, and telepresence support

Poly Private Cloud for Business Network Managed Service is currently only available in North America and Latin America. *For more information regarding Poly security management, please read about ISO 27001 certification.

CONTACT YOUR AUTHORIZED POLY PARTNER FOR MORE DETAILS.
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